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Trust is the acceptance of the vulnerability required  
to expect favorable behavior from another person.



Y O U R  A S S E S S M E N T

Trust is hard for people that are highly protective. We get it. A lotof

people struggle with it. It is even harder when they’ve been burned in the  

past. Yet, trust is a fundamental part of success in the workplace.

Research shows more than half of full-time professionals do not havea  

"great deal of trust for those working above and alongside them."

In general, it is hard for them to trust people. More often than not, trusting  

people has let them down in the past. They have come to believe that

people are mostly self-serving and out for themselves. As a result, they  

tend to be calculated in how they trust people. The constant calculus-

based method is all consuming and prevents them from focusing onwhat  

matters most.

You are innately objective in the way you engage with others. You

understand that everyone is nuanced, and you neither trust nor

distrust others. You take everyone at face value until they demonstrate 

who they really are. You believe people will show their true colors over

time. While you believe trust is important in every environment, you also 

recognize the perils of blind trust.

Trust comes naturally to Trusting individuals. They believe people waste  

too much energy trying to protect themselves and have come to realize  

disappointment is a natural part of life. To them, people miss out more  

than gain when they innately distrust others. They believe trust is essential  

to progress in life and at work.
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P R O T E C T I V E

They recognize you are the odd person out and are okay with it. They take

the risk of opening themselves up first in order to make it easier for 

others to start trusting as well. They are empathetic and believe people 

will do the right thing if afforded the opportunity. People and life are not 

as complicated as others seem to make it. They live by the golden rule.



While a healthy sense of skepticism is often a good thing, Highly  
Protective individuals’ general lack of trust is preventing them from  
unlocking their true potential as a professional. When they hear trust,  
there are no positive expectations of goodwill. Anything resembling trust  
in the workplace is “deterrence-based” (e.g. trust is only seen through the  
threat of force or punishment).??Their lack of trust creates anenvironment  
of uncertainty between them and their colleagues. It prevents others from  
opening up to them and eventually trusting them. It is common for Highly  
Protective individuals and their co-workers to focus more on clearing the  
air of uncertainty than achieving common goals. They are contributing to  
an unnecessarily complex work environment, are not setting themselves  
up for success, and are preventing the company from maximizing their  
true potential.??Whether this is natural or nurtured by their professional  
surroundings, they need to be identifying where they can start taking risk  
in the workplace. It will be uncomfortable for them. And yet, they are  
going to have take a leap of faith and be more vulnerable with those they  
work with if they want to achieve success for their organization—and  
themselves.

What Trust Means

To Others They Work With

Trust is hard for people that are highly  
protective. We get it. A lot of people  
struggle with it. It is even harder when  
they’ve been burned in the past. Yet,  
trust is a fundamental part of success in  
the workplace. Research shows more  
than half of full-time professionals do  
not have a "great deal of trust for those  
working above and alongside them."

What This Means For Them At Work

T R U S T  A S S E S S M E N T

H I G H L Y  P R O T E C T I V E



The constant battle Protective individuals have with trust is draining and  
has made their professional journey long. Similar to those who are Highly  
Protective, their lack of trust creates an environment of uncertainty  
between them and their colleagues. While they, unlike their Highly  
Protective colleagues, have had fruitful trusting relationships in the past,  
the amount of work it takes to get to this point prevents them from  
building the necessary trust relationships needed to traverse an ever  
more complex work environment. Often, the time they require to build  
these types of relationships is not an option. They often create confusion  
within the groups they work in. Their co-workers are not sure how todeal  
with the conflicting signals they send out. It appears disingenuous and  
many people will choose to be more transactional with them on a day-to-
day basis which is exactly the opposite of what they need to increase their  
level of trust with others.

It is often a catch twenty-two with them. They know trust is necessary, yet  
it is extremely hard for them to do and the scars of the past weigh heavily  
on upon them. They have to face those past dishonest moments head on  
to move forward. They need to take the time to reflect and put them in  
context. They need to identify ways to build advocates in those they do  
trust and have them work on their behalf.

Protective individuals have  
experienced moments of trust and it  
felt good. Yet, they are few and far  
between. In general, it is hard for them  
to trust people. More often than not,  
trusting people has let them down in  
the past. They have come to believe  
that people are mostly self-servingand  
out for themselves. As a result, they  
tend to be calculated in how they trust  
people. If they get it right, great! If  
they get it wrong, they are even more  
let down, and they become even more  
suspicious. The constant calculus-
based method is all consuming and  
prevents them from focusing on what  
matters most.

What Trust Means

To Others They Work With What This Means For Them At Work

T R U S T  A S S E S S M E N T

P R O T E C T I V E



Your approach to trust has generally worked for you.  Over the years, you
have been able to establish fairly strong relationships in the workplace 
and have leveraged those when needing to advance your career and 
make progress on certain objectives. You are most productive when 
working with a familiar team on familiar tasks and objectives. You have 
worked through your calculated approach to building trust and now know 
what to expect in these everyday scenarios.

Yet, your style has its drawbacks. When working with people who are  
Highly or Moderately Protective, you come across as shrewd and self-
serving. Unfortunately, there are a lot more Protective individuals in the 
workplace than we like to believe. You may not have recognized this but 
your success has most often come with those that are naturally Trusting.

The benefits of trust really shine when you are faced with new  
challenges that require working in partnership with Highly Protective  
colleagues. While trusting in these situations requires high levels of  
implicit trust, these are the times when your cautious trust tendencies  
come out most – limiting communications, holding your cards close to  
your chest, and hedging yourself in case of failure. Improving your
level of trust requires you to commit to opening up. You have to be  
vulnerable to encourage others to let down your guard.

You are innately  objective in the way 
you engage with others. You
understand that everyone is nuanced, 
and you neither trust nor distrust 
others. Cautious individuals take 
everyone at face value until you
demonstrate who you really are. You
believe people will show their true  
colors over time. While you believe  
trust is important in every environment,  
you also recognize the perils of blind  
trust.

What Trust Means

To Others You Work With What This Means For You At Work

T R U S T  A S S E S S M E N T

C A U T I O U S

Your Assessment



Trust is an integral part of who they are and how they work. Trusting  
individuals recognize the value of others, how they contribute to the  
team, and the important role trust plays in helping teams reach their full  
potential. Having embraced trust in the workplace, they aren’t afraid to  
delegate important tasks, raise their hand when something is unclear, or  
ask for a helping hand when they hit a wall. Importantly, their belief in  
other’s dependable goodwill fosters a general environment of trust that  
empowers others to reach their own potential.

While they implicitly trust others, they need to understand that others do  
not always come to the table with the same perspective. Amongst those  
who are Highly Protective, Protective or Cautious, Trusting individuals  
may appear to be gullible. Less trusting individuals may also believe they  
lack strength and conviction as they try to engage in genuine discourse  
with everyone.

Trusting individuals need to learn to recognize less trusting individual as  
they will at times impede their and others’ progress. They also need to  
recognize that others may leverage these trusting environments for selfish  
gain. While Trusting individuals are probably okay with it, their  
colleagues may not be, which can create conflict and prevent the team  
from realizing their potential.

Trust comes naturally to Trusting  
individuals. They believe people waste  
too much energy trying to protect  
themselves and have come to realize  
disappointment is a natural part of life.  
To them, people miss out more than  
gain when they innately distrustothers.  
They believe trust is essential to  
progress in life and at work.

What Trust Means

To Others They Work With What This Means For Them At Work

T R U S T  A S S E S S M E N T

T R U S T I N G



T R U S T  A S S E S S M E N T

H I G H L Y  T R U S T I N G

Trust is foundational to them and their work. They recognize the value of  
others, how they contribute to the team, and the important role trust plays  
in helping teams reach their full potential. They believe in what they are  
doing and how it benefits others. The energy they put out creates an  
environment where little time is spent on trying to figure out where they
stand on a situation and more time is spent on building solutions to  
critical business problems. They very often are a sought-after mentor in  
the workplace and try their best to provide the appropriate counsel to  
others. People generally believe in what they say and do.

Yet, they have to protect their time and energy as working with those that  
are Highly Protective, Protective or Cautious can be draining. Putting out  
all that positive energy is exhausting and, at times, their selfless nature  
works against their own health and personal development. Placing  
parameters on their time is important and better understanding others  
can remove the wear and tear on them.

They recognize they are the odd 
person out and they okay with it. they
take the  risk of opening yourself up 
first in order  to make it easier for 
others to start  trusting as well. You are 
empathetic  and believe people will do 
the right  thing if afforded the
opportunity.
People and life are not as complicated
as others seem to make it. You live by
the golden rule.

What Trust Means

To Others They Work With What This Means For Them At Work



Go to purpleseastar.com and share your story with us.


